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Introductions
Approval of January minutes Approved without dissent.
Approved
Michael Anderson of Oregon Opportunity Network shared some hopeful news from Salem. The longelusive Document Recording Fee was passed by the Oregon House. Oregon puts few state resources into
affordable housing compared to other states (Washington State spends over 10 times as much). We have
borrowed Washington’s model of a broad coalition working towards the same goal. Even more
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important than the increased amount is that it will be a stable funding source. The DRF will be
participants are
processed through County assessors’ offices. The increase is from $21 to $36. In 2007, this same bill
encouraged to
contact your
died in the House. That is has passed the House and headed to the Senate is huge. Currently, the DRF
representatives
pays for the costs of collecting it. Some goes to the general fund; a very small amount goes back to the
and share stories
Budget alert
counties. The money will be handled through OHCS, then to the counties – the same way it is handled
now; there will just be more of it! This will help replace some of the expected cuts. Some General Fund- of real people
supported programs are facing complete elimination. Mr. Anderson stated that, if there wasn’t enough
that you work
public subsidy for a project, the tenants couldn’t afford it. The DRF was a success the Housing Alliance with, whose lives
would be
could build on. The past 40 years have seen a shift in housing policy – towards mortgage interest tax
affected.
deductions. We need to speak with one voice as advocates to shift federal housing policy back towards
helping low-income people. The Western Region Advocacy Project (WRAP) (including local associate
Sisters of the Road) has examined the past 30 years of presidential budgets, highlighting the priorities:
see www.wraphome.org for details (click on “campaigns” and then “without housing”).
Ryan Deibert thanked new temporary BHCD staffer Gloria Willis for helping during the winter shelter
season. They are developing Standard Operating Procedures for future incidents, including specific
details as well as the bigger picture. There will be a two-tier response: 1) Really severe weather, all
hands on deck, including the Red Cross and warming centers; 2) Bad but not really severe weather.
Street Count & Warming
Items being discussed including transportation, day center access, food, client overflow, and a new
Centers update
phenomenon – SUVs (Spontaneous Untrained Volunteers). Tiffany Kingery added that the County has
funds for a warming center for families. It is going really well. Ms DeMaster stated that families
(including lots of pregnant women) drive or walk to warming centers; otherwise, they would be
outdoors. They are trying hard to connect clients who come to the warming centers with services.

10-Year Plan 2009 strategies:
Last chance to review

What could the federal
stimulus package mean for
Multnomah County?

Mr. Deibert also provided information on the 2009 Street Count. This was held January 28, as was the
County’s annual One Night Shelter Count. 75 sites have reported in so far, about the same participation
as in 2007. They are trying to get feedback from providers on what worked. Thanks to all who helped.
Sally distributed the “last chance” version of the 2009 strategies, and the group made a few changes.
Please e-mail Sally with missing info such as “champions,” etc.
Sally kicked things off by observing some highlights. The stimulus includes $1.5 billion for ESG; $100
million for EF&S; a $4 billion capital fund to regional housing authorities; $19.9 billion in SNAP
(formerly food stamps); $2.25 billion in HOME investment partnerships. Oregon should receive roughly
$107 million total. There will also be increases in Medicaid. ESG in Oregon now comes to the State,
Washington County, Clackamas County, and the City of Portland, which gets around $400,000 per year.
That should be increased by about 9-10 times over two years. This is not for shelter, but for prevention
and rent assistance, re-housing people who have been displaced due to the economy. There is no match
requirement. HUD has begun rule-making; the goal is to start spending the money by May. The group
discussed the five questions from the agenda, on local preferences for priorities. These included
strengthening the connections between HUD and DOL funding; prioritizing eviction prevention (setting
aside 60-70% of funds for this); rent assistance that backed up other programs; shoring up what we
already had versus creating something new; including all categories of homeless persons; analyzing the
gaps before assigning percentages; using funds to support existing McKinney funds; foreclosure
prevention; supporting STRA; finding ways to leverage other revenues; finding a service match for case
management; shoring up short-term rent, mortgage, and utility programs; providing for DV victims
(prevention doesn’t always work for them). In general, the group preferred using existing systems and
allocation formulas over starting new programs.
Beth Kaye added that we did not yet know how much money would land in each jurisdiction. We’re also
not sure what strings will be attached (or removed). We expect some new CDBG and HOME funds. The
tax credit funding system is not working, since there is no building taking place. This affects both
development and preservation projects. HeadStart may receive some funds, as will community health
centers. Increased AmeriCorps funding should result in more volunteers and interns. Summer
employment funds increase to $1.2 billion. All these resources should support each other. The systems
work we have done will really pay off. Sally stated that we should have lots more information next
month. Beth said the communication flow will be key. Washington State has a stimulus “czar.”
Oregon’s process is not as clear yet; probably a group will get together locally to help set priorities.
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